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The New York price of sugar polarizing 96 deg. is quoted
:lt $3.44, by latest ad viees.

The New York Sugar Trust. known as the American Re
finery Company, divided 9 pel' eent. dividend on common and
7 per cent. on pl'efel'rec1 stoek for the year 1892, carrying
forward a surplus of $4,370,000.

Owing to the hurricane in Mauritius, the crop 6f 1892 is
111 uch less than usual-not over 75,000 or 80,000 tons.

San Francisco papers report the amount of beet sugar
made in California in 1892, as 23,000,000 pounds, as against
8,000,000 for 1891. 'rhe price paid for beets ranged from four
to five dollars per ton, the yield of beets per acre averaging
twelve tons. The nationa,l bounty paid on last year's sugar
manufactured in California amounted to over $400.000.

The temperature statistics published on page 8 of the
January number, and the meteorological summary on page
56 of this issue. give information which~jll interest travelers.
rrhe average temperature for the three years named is 71
79--:73, taken at morning, noon and night. rrhe average
rainfall for the same period was a fraction less than 37 inches.
These data :1re from observations at Punahou College, two
miles east of Honolulu Post Office.
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THE 17th OF JANUARY

Mr. J. N. S. Williams, of Honolulu, arrived in New Orleans
last Monday, says the Lozlsiana Planter of January 28, and
after spending a few hours in the city left for Mr. Daniel
Thompson's Calumet plantation, on Bayou Teche. Mr.
Williams is en route for Cuba, and after making a tour of
observation among some of the large sugar establishments
on that island, will go to Glasgow, Scotland, to assume con
trol of the sugar machinery department of one of the largest
foundries there.

We have received a copy of the catalogue of the Sherwood
Hall Nursery Co. of Timothy Hopkins of San Francisco,
issued for the year 1893. It is gotten up without regard to
expense, with the most exquisite taste, <Lnd presents more
illustrations than are usually seen in such catalogues, parti
cularly of many of the new and rare flowers. Ladies wishing
to secure the best seeds and plants, will do well to send for a
copy of this catalogue, to be had at the seed store, No. 427
Sansome street, San Francisco. *

... -:0:---
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-Will long be remembered as the anniversary of a bloodless
revolution, which took place in this city, resulting in the
overthrow of the Hawaiian Monarchy, and in the establish
ment of a Provisional Government. Whatever our future
form of government may be, it is probable that some alliance
with the United States will be made. One result of this
union will be that all our industries will receive an impetus,
and will secure the benefit of any protective duty or bonus
given to American products. N'ew industries will spring up,
as by magic, affording to industrious H,twaiians-both male
and female-new avenues for employment, with increased
opportunities for bettering their domestic and social condi
tion. A union of Hawaii with that great and prosperous na
tion will create a feeling of confidence in the bosom of every
man and woman, and settle the long-disputed question that
life IS worth living, at least in our own favored and blissful
isles-the Paradise of the Pacific.



Among the questions brought into prominence by recent
events is that of the disposition of the Royal Domain or
Crown Lands, in which the agricultural interests of the King
dom are deeply concerned. They comprise that portion of
the land reserved by Kamehameha III. for himself when he
relinquished the ownership of a portion, each to the govern
ment, the chiefs and the people. His interest in these lands
descended to his successors on the throne, who enjoyed the
income derived frol11 them; and when from any cause the
throne becomes VaCftnt or is abolished, this royal domain must
naturally become the property of the nation.

The erown lands comprise about one million acres, includ
ing some of the best tracts in the Kingdom. Many of them
are under lease at merely nominal rentals, and as these leases
expire, the demand for them will greatly increase their value
and rental also. 'rhe income now is probably about $75,000
per annum, but they will ultimately yield a revenue of fully
double that sum, and this within a very few years.

'rhe present would seem to be a most opportune time to
. bestow on the native Hawaiian people a right royal benefac

tion by grantiug homesteads to all snch as are destitute of
land or homes. This may be done throug-h the Crown Lands
Commission awarding small traets to such as need home
steads, under some uniform and equitable plan that may be
adopted, as outlined below.

1. Give to each native Hawaiian head of a family-male
or female-who is not already a landholder, and to every
voter who is not a landholder, a tract of from five to twenty
acres, to be designated a homestead or kuleana.

2. 'l'hese homesteads to be located on unoccupied land, or
on leased land, when the lessee is willing to have them loca
ted on it, as he might be, were the applicants already living
on it.

3. This award to be given to the grantee, and his lawful
heirs, on condition that it shall be inalienable by sale, gift '01'

otherwise. Also, that it sha,ll never be encumbered by debt of
any kind.

4. Whenever the homestead shall cease to be occupied by
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the grantee, or by his lawful heir or agent, it shall revert to
the Government and become a3 before, a part of the public
domain.· .

rrhe chief object is to provide a home for every family of
the aboriginal race, and for every industrious Hawaiian who
is a voter, as a gift from the rmtion, that can never be en
cumbered, by debt or otherwise, or alienated in any manner
whatever. The changes soon to tilke place here call for the
adoption of some provision of this kind, and every friend of
the native race will rejoice to see a provision of this kind
that will secure to them and their posterity a home from
which they can never be driven. It may be that some un
worthy persons might secure homesteads in this distribution,
but no matter if they do; it may serve as a means of refor
mation, if such descendants of a noble race are saved from
want and thereby made industrious and happy. Another
gain would be the better distributioll of native fa milie:,; in the
country districts, where labor is always wanted, whereas now
the drift is towards the villages and settlements.

Many points will naturally be raised in connection with
this proposition, for it is advanced chiefly with the view of
calling attention to it and studying its merits and practica- •
bility. There are men among us who are capable of devising
safeguards which will render these national homestead gifts
a blessing to the recipients, by securing homes to them and
their posterity.

If this plan can be ci:Lnied out so as to provide to every
household a home of its own, it would create a friendship be
tween the native and the foreigner stronger than any that
now exists. In the rush of adventurers which is likely to
follow the present political crisis, justice demn.nds that we
should protect the aborigines by seeming to them, as far as
in our power, a perpetual franchise in the lanel of their own
heritage, and while it assists to secure them health, comfort
and happiness, it will be a perpetual token of the good will
of those whose forethought secured it to them.

---:0:---
The rainfall on these Islands for February has been un

usuaJly heavy, amounting ill some plaees to over thirteen
inches.
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SHIPPiNG Al1fERiCAN ORANGES TO LONDON.

Last year the experiment of shipping orangeB from Flori
da to London was made by Mr. E. L. Goodsell of New York,
who sent over a cargo by the steamer Ethelwood.· It was
only an experiment, but it showed that the new opening is
likely to prove snce-essfn!, not only for Florida oranges but
also for those grown in Uctlifornia. Mr. Goodsell is now in
Cali fOl'l1i a. and was recently interviewedhy a San Francisco
But/din reporter to whom he said:

"You know this shipping of oranges to Europe is some
thing I've been working on for five years, sendi ng a fast
stClLmer-the Ethelwood-frol11 Fernandina to London. I
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IIAWAIIAN FRUITS.
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A gentleman who made the circuit of H'lwaii by land. has
handed to us a list of twenty-seven fruits which he found
growing during his trip. 'rhe list is inserted below, and our
readers will notice that they are mostly common kinds,
which are found ripe at any season of the year, in the locali
ties where they thrive best. 8trangers often eomplain that
durin~' their stcty here they do not get all the fruits they
would Ii ke. For instance, at the Volcano the ollelo berry and
guavas are abundant at most seasons, wild st.rawberries and
ohias at special seasons. Yet sorne travelers who go there
say that they find no fruit of any kind, when a lit,tle effort
might keep the table Sll ppliec1. The following list by no
means includes ctIl the fruits growing on Hawaii:

Cherimoya Cocoanut
Alligator Pear Sweet Mango
Chutney J\Iango Wild Strawberry
Lime Orange
China Orange ·Wild Guava
H,eu Guava Yellow Guava (strawberry)
Fig Mulberry, black and white.
Bread Fruit Papaia
Ohia, red and white. Banana, several kinds.
\V~ter Lemon 011elo Berries
PiI~eapple Rose Apple
Almla. (raspberry) Peach
Loquat Spanish Plum
Grenadilla



At a meeting of Louisiana orange growers held at the ex
perimental station in Audubon, a circular was prepared and
sent out, soliciting information regarding the cultivation of
oranges, and a list of questions propounded, to which
answers were solicited. The object is to obtain the fullest
information from growers regarding their mode of eultiva
tion, from seed planting to harvesting. As ·the questions
propounded are of equal interest here, we insert them (omit
ting two or three of no value here), that fruit-growers on
these islands may keep a record of their practice for future
reference. The system will apply, with a few clmnges, to
coffee as well as to oranges and other fruit:

had hard work to get the shippers-some thought I should
go to the lunatic asylum for suggesting the idea-bnt I se
cured 10,000 boxes and they sold in London at figures that
showed the experiment was a decided success. Of this ship
ment 5,700 boxes were in good condition on arrival, and
these netted the growers from $1.50 to $2.50 a box, or an av
erage figure far ill excess of New York receipts. The voyage
took fifteen days. I will try this again next season. The
Florida people were delighted at the priees and at the ~clver

tising they received.
"My idea is that California oranges can also be sold abroad

at good prices, shipments going via New York and the Cu
nard or White Star steamers. I hope to be able to get 3,
000 or 4,000 boxes this season. The object of all this is to
find outlets for our oran(!e product now, instead of waiting
until necessity forces it. I favor sending to Europe instead
of making the great cities the dumping-ground for our sur
plus product. Orange-growers, as a rule, both in Florida and
California, expect too great profit. It will be well when they
realize that a profit on their investment of 10 per cent is a
good thing, instead of expecting to net somewhere near 50
per cent."

If the Queensland orange growers can ship their surplus
fruit to London as they are now doing, surely Hawa,ii cannot
fail to find a market for all she can raise.

---:0 :---
INFORMATION WANTED.
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In Willett & Gray's sugar circular we find the following
synopsis of the consumption of sugar during 1892. The im
portations for 1891 were abnormally large, and beyond the
actual consumption for that year, the reasons of which are
as stated on the next page :

1. What class of soils (sandy, loamy or stiff) do you pre-
fer for orange growing~

2. What preparation of soil do you give ~

3. At what season do you prefer to plant ~

4. Do you advocate deep or shallow planting of the trees~

5. Give best distances trees should be planted in the or
chard.

6. Do you prefer seedlings or budded trees ~ Give reasons
for preference.

7. Which stock do you prefer for budded trees: Sour
orange ~ Bitter sweet orange ~ Sweet orange ~ Rough
lemon or grape fruit~ (shaddock.)

8. qive your experience with each ~

9. At what seltson of the year that you prefer to,bud~

10. Do you prefer budding in nursery or in the orchard ~

11. What method of budding do you prefed
12. What percenta.ge of buds live~

13. Do you approve of pruning; if so, to what extent ~

14. Do you fertilize your trees; if so, how~
15. Do you grow "green crops" in your orchards; if so,

what kinds are preferred ~

16. Do you cultivate your trees; if so, state your fertilizer,
both for young and bearing trees ~

17. Have you tried "Wind-breaks;" if so, with what suc
cess ~ Stltte also character of wind-break.

18. What varieties do you grow~ What varieties do you
prefer~ What varieties sell best in market ~

19. What diseases have troubled your orchard~

20. Your method of gathering, packing and shipping~

21. Have you found orange growing profitable ~ If so,
give approximq.te profits per acre.

---:0:--
CONSUMPTION OF, SUGAR IN THE UNITED

STATES IN 1892.
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From Observations l~lade at OalIu Co lIege by Prof. A. B. Lyons,

'C ~~ ti. ~I ~Helativ., - ... ~
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day Jl'bt. '"

z·~ 5
A M. M. P. M Av. max. 1l111J.!IlVt'r. '" ~

--_.---'-- ._.-.-.- --_.
6~ 74.8 I 8.81

-- .---
Jan .... 66.2 73.7 68.1 169.3030.22,29.74:30.000 17 43

1~1 UFeb .... 61l.7 7ii.9 70.7 82.45 30.17!29 83:30.033 67.9 77.5 3.59 14 50
March .• 69.4 76.1 70.3 '71.93'30.22 '29.94'30.098 61.8 68.8 1.09 11 52 8 24
April. " 69.8 79.9 71.8 73.8430.21j29.94 30.045 63.6 79.6 '2.64 12 53 12 4
May .... 71.5 80.7 73.2 75.0030.16 :W.8!l 30.053 60.1 7.5.7 5.75 7 47 10

1

13
June.... 74.1 81.5 75.1 76.8830.1620.m 30.075 601 72.5 1.04 21 44 7 27
July.•. ·. 74.2 ,81,4 75.6 77.0530.2229.99 30.000 GO. n. 1.62 ]6 44 5 31
August. 74.4 82.6 76.5 77.8330.1429.m 30.052 61.1 74.3 2.36 ]3 33 11 27
Sept.... 75.5 53.4 77.0 78.ti3 30.07 30.00 30.034 57.8 68.4 0.98 8 34 3 28
Oct..... 72.7 81.1 75.1 76.28,30.13'29.83 30.015 63.2 72.1 2.40 9 42 5 24
Nov .... 71.4 79.3 73.4 74.6930.1229.85 29;993 61.4 72.6 0;80 10 45 6 ]7
Dec.... 67.8. 76.2. 70.2. 7l.4~130.1~(9:~29:~!. 62.4 75.6 3.90 J4 45 9 ]4

___ 0 __ - &_----
Tot'l T'l

Avgs... 71.3979.4073.0874.6230.22 2fl.74 30.03S 63.0473.74/35.8712.7 44.2 7.1 236
Av.1890 71.3778.8473.0474.42130.2029.6930.016 67.07Ii9.38 49.77 13.5 43.8 6.2251
Av.1891 71.35 79.3n 73.00 74.6130.26 29.64 30.039 63.2575.27 25.23 10.9 40.0 5.2275

"Herewith we give the annual figures of the sugar trade of
the United Stt'l,tes for the past year, as well as for several
preceding years. It will be interesting to note the countries
from which our supplies of sugar have come, and particularly
that notwithstanding the favorable out-turns of 'the several
cane sugar crops we still required and have taken 149,482
tons from the Europea,n beet root crups. The figures of the
consumption of sugar, both foreign and domestic, in the en
tire United States show a, total of 1,837,626 tou~, against 1,
872,440 tons j n 1891, a decrease of 34,727 tons, or 1.86 per
cent. This difference is easily accounted for by the fact that
at the beginning of 1891 every grocer and family in the
whole country exhausted their carrying stock of refined
sugar in i:tnticipation of the taking off of the duty on April
1st, and it wa:s afterwards replaced and req1ained in the car
rying stock at the beginning of 1892. Also the year 1891
was much 1110re favorable for canning and preserving than
was 1892. Taken altogether the result is satisfactory, al
though not as mueh so as was anticipctted at the beginning
of the year, when it was thought that the consumption
would equal 1891, and perhaps surpass it by 5 per cent.

---:0:--
METEOROLOGICAL SUMMARY FOR I89~'

•
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EDITOR PLANTERS' MONTHLY:
In a former letter to the PLANTERS' MONTHLY (see Septem

ber, 1892), the use of cane branches for seed was touched
upon, and a comparison drawn between them and plants of
a like age grown in the soil; it being assumed that the latter
would constitute the larger and more desirable seed, and the
argument in favor of them being based on the assumption
thcLt the branches were " converted into cuttings," as has been
cnstomary here, so far as I know. '

rrhe writer of the article copied from the Barbadoes Plan
ters' Journal, in the same number, discusses the same subject
and advocates a study of nature's method in that line, where
the weight of the offshoots finally bears the parent cane to
the ground where they proceed to take root, while still sub
sisting on the parent cane until they become firmly establish
ed for themselves.

It may surely be taken for granted that vegetation, seeking
to propagate itself in nature's way, will sustain less of a draft
on its vitality than when its forces have been callednpon to
recover from a severe shock imposed on it by interference
from exterior contingencies. But does not this view of the
sabject present a new pha,se to the question of the use of
the branches of cane for seed ~ .

It will at once be apparent that the wound caused by the
cutting or breaking of such a branch from its parent cane at
the point of attachment, where it is the least in size and
where indeed it is very small, and the textl1l'e very woody,
will be much smaller and of a less severe nature than that
occasioned by the severing of a large cane through its body.
May we not surmise then, that the use of the ,branches as
1w1',<;e]',1J ]Jlants, with their terminals intact, and exposed above
the ground when planted, and not as cuttings, may possibly
serve as a partial solution to the problem 0'£ preserving the
vitality and characteristics of any given variety of cane?

LALAS, OR BRANCHES, AS CANE SEED.

CORRESPONDENCE AND SELECTIONS.
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Kohala, Hawaii, December, 1892.

[VOL. XII.THE PLANTERS' MONTHLY.

So much for argument in favor of the use of cane branches
for seed; but now let us select two canes, either arrowed or
topped, and prepared to send out their laterals; leave one to
be provided for by nature's own method, but sever the other
from its root and lay it, or a part of it if you choose, in the
ground. The juices which supply its buds may not, after a
few days, be quite as fresh and sweet as those that supply the
buds on the standing cane, but at the elld of four to six weeks
these buds will have sent out roots of their own and be draw
ing sustenance direct from the earth.

Will not their growth thereafter, for I assume that it will
be far in advance of the others, prove conclusively that they
have had the superior advantages ~ And if so, who shall say
that the vitality or character of the cane has obtained (l,ny
injury from this int81:ference with nature's process ~ As to
the decrease in yield that has been noted by some observers,
the tonnage of sugar per acre of land failing to keep pace with
the increased extraction and yield per gallon of juice that has
resulted from improvements in manufacturing apparatus. is
there not too much of a tendency to overlook the natural de
crease that should be expected to result from such a severe
tax as has been levied on the soil by many, if not most, of the
plantations in these islands ~

Verily the wilyness that has been attributed to the Chinese of
managing to have the last atom of fertility exhausted from
the soil with timely reference to the expiration of his lease
thereof could not have resulted more disastrously than had
the method assiduously practiced by some plantation mana
gers, 'whose aim has been to turn out each year the largest
possible crop without regard even to the consequences in the
immediate future.

The old Mosaic law that required the land to rest one year
out of seven, may perhaps be satisfied in the disregard thereof
by a liberal application of suitable fertilizers, but land that is
cropped, burned off and replanted in three months, or even
six months, will not respond with a satisfactory crop, and
such a practice is not only suicidal, it is simply abusive.

E. O. BOND.



[CORRESPONDENCE OF DEMERARA ARGOSY.]

In Lancashire a maxim most throughly worked up to is,
that "a man saved is one thousand pounds gained." In this
colony we all recognize and appreciate the fact that labor
saved is labor available for other work, particularly at this
pres~nt time of the effiux of men to the gold placers, and the
ravages of influenza amongst, our working population, at a
time when every penny that can be saved must be saved.

To-day I am certain of your interest in what is herein
described, because it is a labor-saving' device so remarkably

,simple that it scarcely requires qescription.
The usual method of handling megass hitherto has been to

drop it from an elevator, carrier, buckets or boxes, on to the
megass platform, from there' regulating and pushing it by
labor, rolls, or gearing into the respective furnaces, this being
laborious and requiring much attention.

With this brief account of the past condition of megass
firing, to facilitate the description, of my "automatic fire
man," I will proceed to describe the invention.

My object is to reduce the labor on megass platforms, as
now used, and at the same time to facilitate the combustion
of the megass, by replacing human firemen by "automatic,
mechanical ones."

The megass is carried the whole length of the platform by
the usual rake carrier, this being connected with each furnace
by "Enclosing Hoppers," clown which the megass fa,lls direct
into the furnace until it is supplied, and the hopper is suffi
ciently full to cause the carrier megass to pass over that in
the hopper; in other words a portion of the megass in its
progress along the bottom of an ordinary carrier falls into the
first fireman or enclosing hopper till it is full, then passes
over the megas8 therein to the next, and so on, thus keeping
a whole series of furnaces automatically supplied with megass,
each taking its share to make up for that burnt in each
furnace.

The surplus megass can be discharged at the carrier end,
or stored between each furnace by opening intermediate'
doors that are under the easy control of the overlooker as

" AUTOMATIC MEGASS FIREMAN."
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shown. No huma,n firemen whatever are required except in 
buildings, where and wheu the megatiS furnaces are not stop
ped with the mills; in which case, by simply opening the door 
at the bottom of each enclosing bopper, tbe furnaces can be 
fed by men in the usual way. 

The man in charge simply regulates the damper to give the 
necessary steam, and the intermediate doors to pi'event too 
much surplus megass accumulating at one place; he will also 
see by means of the peep-holes or slots in the hoppers 01' fire
men, that each furnace is taking its own proper feed. 

Marked advantages of the" Automatic Fireman:"-
1st. Saving labor. 
2nd. No fireman whatever required, no matter how many 

boilers. 
3rd. Less than half the usual number of backers or box-

men required. 
4th. Pays for itself in one grinding season. 
5th. No power and no gearing required. 
6th. ~Absolutely "Automatic." 
7th. Gives ~L constant regular feed which gTeatly facilitates 

perfect com bustion. 
8th. Prevents cold air entering the mouth. 
Marked characteristics of the" Automatic Fireman:"-
1st. Hopper so arranged that when the furnace is suffi-

ciently supplied with megass, the megass is automatically 
caused to pass on to the other furnaces, each taking q,utoma
tically a quantity equal to that burnt. 

2nd. A. B. C. simplicity. 
Through the kindness of the Hon. W. Craigen, anyone in

terested in megassfiring can see the above stated facts borne 
out in practice on the first estate to adopt these automatic 
firemen. 

There, Mr. Dawson tells me, two men now do the work that 
previously required fourteen; in other words the estate now 
has twelve able-bodied men at liberty for other work, be,sides 
<1, direct saving of at least $26 per week in labor. Two-thirds 
of this is saved entirely by the automatic firemen. The photo
graph will give ,L good idea of the apparatus in fun work, 
and the blue prints will Hhow the styles adopted for various 
carriers. 



SUGAR BOILING IN VACUO.

W. PRICE ABELL, W.S.
1883 Honours Medalist in Machine Design.

---:0:

[FROM TUE LOUISIANA PLANTER.]

To obtain high skill in the practice of pan boiling requires
close observation and much experience, but the laws,of cry
stallization on which the art is founded are simple and fully
understood by Che!11ists.
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Many contrivances have been used, such as mechanical
stokers, flaps, and other means by which megass and air can
be supplied to the furnace of steam boilers for the purpose of
obtaining good combustion, all of which have been found
more or less imperfect.

-By this statement I do not mean that any particular method
of firing will produce any more heat from l:L pound of megass
than nature put into it ;-just as good results may be obtained
from careful hand-firing as from my automatic fireman. In
the first instance, good men are expensive; in the latter the
very principle of the invention necessitates its fulfilling the
two most important functions of preventing air entering at
the furnace mouth, and giving the furnace a regular supply
of megass in order that it may be dried before entering into
combustion. I refrain from saying more on this now, but hope
ere long to have the honor of laying before you some inter
esting observations on furnaces.

It is just as essential to good economy, that the boilers
shonld hl:we the very highest initial or furnace temperature,
the highest possible steam· pressure, and the lowest possible
chimney temperature, as it is for the engine to be economical
under similar conditions of high initial pressure and terminal
temperature.

I do not care to use my privileges as a committee-man of
this Society to advertise the apparatus Thave recently in
vented and carried out with the assistance of Mr. Dawson,
but I may state, that though simplicity itself, it is none the
less effective, and that there is not a megass platform in the
colony where this invention would not save from 50 per cent.
to 90 per cent. of labor.



Most of us have watched troops exercising in extended
order as skirmishers. Now, it is evident that if sufficient
time be allowed the scattered men may be assembled in bat
talion squares; but it will take long, for many of the men
will have far to run. Should a shorter time be allowed they
can still form in small squares with faces accurately dressed,
but should they be surprised by horsemen they will only be
able to form small, irregular groups.

The first of these cases is analogous to the formation of
large grained sugar, the second to small grained ditto and the
third to what is known as "false grain." Each particle of
sugar in solution will take its required place, but it must he
allowed sufficient time, the rapidity of the evaporation being
counteracted by drawing in fresh supplies of comparatively
thin juice. False grain is not a crystal but an irregular as
semblage of sugar particles, and the proper way to deal with
it is disperse the particles and reform them in proper order.
This is best done by keeping the masse cuite free, raising the
temperature as high as necessary, and when the object has
been gained gradually bringing down the thermometer again.
Should a charge be run down with much false grain it simply
won't dry, but should the quantity be small it will attach
!tself to the true grain and work without difficulty; the brilli
ancy, however, of the sugar will be destroyed. False grain
is the principal dread of a young sugar boiler, and certainly
if his pan be full and much bad grain in it no one can get
him out of his scrape, but I have never seen matters so bad
that the suga:r could not be made workable aDd I have seen
some bad messes.

With sugar as with all salts, when crystallization takes
place from a weak solution the crystals form slowly, are
large, sharp, hard and regular. When the solution is strong
the crystals are small, nun)erous and (if the evaporation is
very rapid) soft. Also, it may be noted that the particles of
of sugar in solution prefer, if I may so express it, to attach
themselves to crystals already formed rather than to originate
new crystals. On these natural laws turu the whole art of
the pan boiler.

The density of juice drawn into the pan is usually from 25
to 30 cleg., but I have boiled at all densities, from 6 to 40 deg.
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Beaume, and there is no difficulty in doing so. Did I, how
ever, require an unusually large grain for exhibition, I should
prefer the juice not higher than 30 deg.

The vacuum having risen to 15 deg., which it should do in
a few seconds after starting the air pump, the charge cock
should be opened and steam put on the coils as they become
covered, and when the juice· boils as high as the eye glass
there is sufficient in the pan. Fresh juice should be taken in
as the contents of the pan boil down, and when the juice has
become strong enough to crystallize I prefer to have the coils
all well covered. When my juice is of fair quality, and I
desire a small grained sugar. I prefer to allow the grain to
form in the eharge, and when I have sufficient grain I open
it out boldly and then s~t the charge cock so that it shall
dra,w in juice about as fast as the pan evaporates it. This
mode of working not only enables the sugar boiler to devote
much of his time to the clarifiers, etc., but gives him an even,
sharp and hard grain. I seldom have reason to boil hot in
order to harden grain, and expect with peculiar qualities of
juice I work with as high a vacuum as I can get. I have
occasionally kept the charge cock open from the time that I
stl'l1ck the grain until the pan was full.

When a very large and even grain is required the best
method is to begin with a moderate charge and to keep the
pan at about gra~1ulation until considerably more than half
full, at which time the grain should begin to appear. 'rhis,
however, requires much care and attention, and the best
sugar boilers frequently fail to get their crystals perfectly
regular. Less skillful boilers ohtain a very large grain by
repeatedly cutting the pan, and I have even known the sugar
to be dried, the smaJler crystals sifted out, the remainder
returned to the pan and the boiling continued with fresh
juice. The result, however, was not satisfactory, the crystals
being dark and defective in form and brilliancy.

In finishing a pan of sugar there is room for judg
ment. Fancy sugar of large grain should be run down quite
free, but with commercial sugars there is a great advantage
in boiling close. In all cases, however, the sugar should run
freely from the pan and not drop slowly in lumps. It is of
course safest to trust to the proof stick for the sticking point,
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[QUEENSLAND SUGAR JOUHNAL.]

In our July number we referred at length to the necessity
of shortening the crushing season in Queensland. We pointed
out that so long as the milling power is more than able to

but occasionally one may lae deceived by ~L false proof. In the
latter case the observant sugar boiler will notice a slight jar
caused by the sugar ceasing to boil actively and falling on
the coils. When this is felt, steam should immediately be
shut off, the vacuum broken and the bottom valve opened.
Should the sugar be too thick to COllle out freely it is best to
warm it up by putting steam again on the coils, leaving the
bottom valve open. This, howev81;, should not be done if
steam is supplied at higher pressure than ten pounds, as there
would in that case be danger of burning the suga,r. Tn every
case when a pan is emptied it should be all steamed out for
fifteen or twenty minutes.

It often happens that a sugar boiler finds hIS pan ca,rrying
a good vacuum and working slowly, and that the chief en
gineer declares that coils, steam traps, etc., are in perfect
order. In such a case let him firmly maintatn that if a coil
is clean inside and outside, if the steam gets into it freely
and the condensed water escapes, it must do the work due to
its heating surface. When a pall "vorks with ex.haust steam
the inside of the coils is liable to become coated with a layer
of dirt derived from the tallow used in the cylinders. The
best way to obviate this is to ha,ve attached to the coils cups
similar to those on the slide valves of the engine, and
occasionally to put in by this means a strong solutioll of
caustic soda while the pan is working.

To remove scale the best way is periodically to cover the
coils with water, add from ten to twenty pounds of cctustic
soda in solution, boil for fifteen minutes ~Llld discharge. Take
in fresh water, add four 01' five gallons of hydrocholic acid
and boil again, afterward washing out with fresh watm·. In
no case, however, should chemicals be left in a pan over
night, as galvanic action is thereby set up and the metal
eaten away.-LEsLIE C. BATTERSBY.

---:0:---
IIOTV ~MANUFACTURE AFFECTS CULTIVATION.
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cope with the cane fields, the work of crushing should be as
far as possible compressed into those weeks when the cane
is at its best. There follows this a second problem to be
solved-what must we do when the supply of cane necessi
tates the mill being worked at least five or six months~ If
not to answer this, to at least point the direction of useful
experiment and probable solution of the difficulty is the
object of the present writing. Admittmg what we said in
July to be correct-that all cane should be treated when at
its best-we have to consider whether we cannot by judicious
cultivation bring our cane fields into such a, state that they
can supply canes containing the maximum of sucrose and the
minimum of ghlcose during any given week in the six months
allotted to harvesting. The thing seems feasible enough, and
has, we know, proved successful in a limited degree. Careful
manuring' at the right time will force a cane to maturity as
far as growth is concerned, while trashing will hasten ripen
ing. By the choice of canes-short or long lived as may be
required-there should be little difficulty in regulating our
fields so that an approximate maturity may be arrived at in
the cane at any given time during the crushing season. By
attention to early cut canes it is not ul1l'easona,ble to suppose
that we can bring them to a state, best fitted for the mill, in,
say .June or July, amI special treatment to each field it does
not seem chimer~cal to think tha,t the maturing of canes can
be regulated to meet the requirements of the factories. That
something in this direction is possible has been proved in
countries affected by heavy frosts, where strict attention to
the det~Ljls we have named now enable crops to be grown and
matured in eight months so as to avoid the severe cold. It
is not too much to say that many thousands of tons of cane
are lost annually in Queensland through their being harvest
ed ,\Then unripe. Every mill-owner knows the difference be
t"veen the results of his crushing in June and the results in
October. In the first month his canes are unripe, and he takes
up to two or more tons of cane to make a ton of sugar than
if he were working on ripe canes. Assuming that we crush
unripe canes for only two montbs during this season, the
result is n, loss of 40,000 tons of cane, or equal to at least 4,000
tons of sugar, an obvious money loss in all save bags and
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A question that will certainly open up considerable disclls
sion in the future in the manufacture of beet sugar in the
United States is, to know if all processes for the 111 an ufacture
of white crystallized sugar at t.he factory 3.re to be abandoned
in face of the well organized syndicate of the American Su
gar Refining Company, which evidently has greater facility
for the refining of sugar than would be possible in an ordin
ary beet-sugar factory.

Even in the present early stages of the industry opinions
appear to be very much divided. Some of the factories make
a white crystallized sugar testing 99 deg., while others prefer
confining their efforts to raw sugar manufacture and to sell
their product to refiuers who are willing to contract in ad
vance for all sugar made. From want of space, we are not

freight to port and a few very small. items of £52,000-a,
serious amount indeed, which is unhappily likely to be much
exceeded. To save this enormous sum is, we think, well
worth a little trouble on the part of manufacturers, and we
hope soon to learn that steps have been taken to sensibly •
reduce this loss. There is one difficulty in the way of what
we suggest to many Queensland ma,nufacturers. Their cane
is cultivated by farmers, and these will have to be brought to
recognize the desirableness of growing cane which, when de
livered at the mills, will he ripe and return the best results
to the purchaser. The difficulty is not insurmountable as the
factory buying cane could insist upon the material it pur
chases being ready for its use at a certain date, and ,,,ith the
increasing knowledge of the ehemistry of sugar it will soon
be quite possible to establish a sliding scale of payments,
based upon the quotient of purity of the cane, But we venture
to think that once a·fair stc'trt is made towards scientific cul
tivation with due consideration for the requirements of the
factories the reform will spread apace, bringing increased
capacities and consequently profits to the mills and enabling
them to pay the cultivators a proportionately higher figure
for the raw material, which will then be uRed instead of
wasted, to the extent of 20 per cent., as at present.

:0:--
BROWN OR TVHITE SUGAR.
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able to enter into the question in detail. It is interesting,
however, to call attention to a successful process of mauu
facturing white crystallized sugar at a low cost, and for whieh
the machinery required costs but a few thousand dollars. A
GleaTB is made with thEl sirup from multiple effect. This is
concentrated to 36 deg. B. at a temperature of 104 deg. F. rrhe
cleare thus obtained is, in reality, a supersaturated sirup.
The green sirup from masse Guite is swung out in centrifugals;
10 per cent. of the cleared, above described, is theu added, dur
ing which time the outer surface of the centrifugal drum is
heated with exhaust steam. The sirups running from centri
fugitls duringthis operation are subsequently mixed with sirups
entering vacuum pan. Special steam injectors complete the
sugar washing, and it is said that about 64 pounds white crys
tals, testing 99 deg., may be extracted from 100 pounds masse
Guite.

ft is interesting to compare this process with that of raw
sugar extraction, considered on a basis of dollars and cents.
For example, we may suppose that beets worked average 13
pel' cent. sugar. By American processes there may be ex
tracted per ton of beets 150 pounds brown sugar, testing at
least 88 deg., and worth 2.6 eents per pound, and 50 pounds of a
second grade brown, which would have a ready market in
New York at 2.3 cents per pound. l'he total value of these
raw sugars would be a.bout $5.05. On the other hand, by the
process above described, from one ton of beets there could be
extracted 129 pounds of high grade white crystallized sugar,
testing 9\:l deg. At present market prices this would bring over
4 cents per pound, to which must be added 21 pounds of a
lower grade sugar that would have a steady market at 2.3
cents per pound. In this case the total value would not be
less than $5.60 per pound. Thus there remains a d~fference of
55 cents in favor of the process under consideration. For a
campaign of 20,000 tons there would be a profit of $11,000.
Just within what limits this figure is correct remains to the
determined by practical experience. Whatever may be the
results obtained, the experiment is worth trying. We shall
be pleased to publish any practical data on this point that
may be sent to us.

By adopting above method of manufacture there need be
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no cause for Northern sugar makers to envy Southern sugar
manufacturers, who get a bounty upon sugar of 80 per cent.
test and of quality that may enter into immediate consump
tion.-ED.-Sugar Beet.

_····-:0:---

SUGAR PRODUCTION IN A.MERICA.

..

[VOL. XII.THE PLANTERS' l\lONTHLY.

The question of future sufficient production of sugar in the
world to meet the constantly-increasing consumption, to
which we have referred in previous issues, (says Willett &
Gray's" Statistical,") is already occupying the attention of
thoughtful mel) everywhere, as is evidenced by the English
opinion we print to-day. Increased acreage of beets in
Europe produce decreasing crops, and the figures we printed
last week show that the increased eonsumption of the past
three years has been met wholly by an increase of eane
crops, and we may add that the only increased cane crop of
any significance for four years has been that of Cuba, which
has risen from 630,311 tons in 1888 to 965,000 tons in 1892.
All other cane crops, in 1892, with few small exceptions, were
were less than in 1888. It seems, therefore, that it must be
to Cuba that the world, and especially the United States,
must look for the increased production necessary for the con
stantly increasing consumption. If this is so, a,re we not
entering on a period of high prices~. Undoubtedly so, unless
a new field for sugar production is opened up immediately.

When, in former years, the consumption of sugar in the
world outgrew the cane production, and it became necessary,
in order to prevent high prices, that new fields should be
opened, the European governments did not hesitate to sti
mulate the production of beet sugar by the payment of
bounties. The world is now confronted with the same ques
tion; consumption has outgrown both the cane and beet pro
ductions, and high prices must follow or new fields be opened.
There are no such new fields to be found except in the
United States.

Every nation has its special "eras." ThiE; nation has al
rearly had some, and is about to begin another. W'e are en
tering on a beet sugar agricultural era. This is not a political
issue. It is a national matter in which every political party,
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[By AL. KEOBELE, SPEOIAL AGENT, IN INSECT LIFE.]

During the month of January, 1891, I had the pleasure of
traveling with Mr. Rudolph Helms, chemist to the Colonial
Sugar Company, through their sugar cane fields from Clarence

and every consumer of sugar is interested. Upon its solution
depends the question of higher prices for suga,r, or a continu
ance of the present low prices. All the necessary experi
mental work has already been done by the Government,
which has conclusively proved that abundance of land in
many States is suitable for the cultivation of the sugar beet
of as high 01' higher sugar content than those produced in
any part of Enrope.

Labor-sewing machines are already invented, which do.
away with very much of the field labor required abroad. It
is not to be expected, however, that we are any wiser or bet
ter able to do away with the means by which the beet sugar
production of Europe was raised from nothing to 3,695,000
tons, or 60 per cent. of the world's production. To do this
required the stimulus of a bounty, which, having accom
plished its purpose, is now being gradually done away with.
But suppose they had hesitated at the bounty at the outset,
what would be the price of sugar to-day, dependent upon
the cane countries producing only 40 pel' cent. of present
consumption~ Suppose the United States hesitates at bounty
at this critical time in the establishment of beet sugar agri
culture, what will be the price of sugar a few yean; hence,
with a growing demand for consumption, which in the last
two years has increased in the United States 421,206 tons, or
22 pel' cent. until we have now consumed 1,890,842 tons in
one year, and produced but 218,725 tons, yet having at our
disposal the climate, the soil, the farmers and the capital for
the production of the remaining 1,600,000 tons, when once
the industry shall have been placed on its feet by the same
method as has been found indispensable to every other na
tion ~ The sugar question is a large one, and requires the
broadest and highest statesmanship in its dil;ection, if our
65,000,000 spoons are to continue to dip into our present,
free and cheap sugar-bowls.

----,:0:---
SUGAR CANE INSECTS IN NEW SOUTH TVALES.
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to tile Tweed river, and have had, through the generosity of
this company, which kindly placed at my disposal steamers
and' other conveniences, a good opportunity of looking into
the diseases of this plant.

The following insects are observed as being injurious to
sugar cane: (1) The larva of a Noctuid, (2) Scarabireid larvre,
(3) wire-worms or Diabrotica larvre.

: ,.

[VOL. XII.THE PLAN'lERS' MONTHLY.

THE NOOTUID LARVA.

This ranks first in injuring or destroying many of the plants
in aU parts visited, and seems to be evenly distributed from
the Clarence to the Tweed river, being somewhat more numer
ous in the first locality mentioned. This larva is most numer
ous on the outer rows, so much that in some places, as on the
Clarence river, the entire plants were often destroyed, not
bearing a single. healthy or even living cane, while many
fields, especially on the Richmond and Tweed, rarely show
ing any traces of the insect.

'rhe abundance of the larva on the outskirts of the fields
and places exposed to the wind may be readily explained.
The moths which are on the wing at night and nearly always
fly against the wind will often settle on the first plants
reached, and there deposit their eggs. A second reason may
be the usual strong winds during daytime not so readily allow
ing the minute flying enemies mentioned below to hunt up
their hosts on the outer exposed parts of fields.

The eggs are, without doubt, deposited on the tops of plants
and rarely in numbers, quite likely behind the young leaves,
for very often but a single larva, or the work of such could be
found upon a plant. The moth has a casual resemblance to
our Arzama, which lays its eggs in clusters intermixed with
the hairs of the bushy anal segments of the female. Although
I have looked, I have never found a trace of such eggs. In
this species the last segments are not provided with tufts, and
the habits no doubt also differ. As the traces of young larva
always indicated, they enter the tips of plants and work their
way downward to the heart, which they destroy. If not forced
to leave on ac~ount of decay, they will begin irregular tun
nels several inches deeper, and, if' full grown, pupate in one
of them, providing first an opening lightly spun over for the
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moth to issue. The dry and dead top leaves always afford a
favorite place in which to pupate. If the larva are compelled
to leave the boring on top, they come lower down, and begin
their destructive work behind the leaves, often girding the
entire plant, and, if the entrance is found, usually on one of
the eyes. The tunnels run very irregularly up and down, and
sometimes the plant is nearly cut off, and this may be the
case a8 low down as on the ground. It is uncertain where the
larva will again enter a plant after leaving a burrow, but, in
the first place, no doubt they look for shelter from their
enemies, and perhaps sometimes enter the plant at or below
the surface of the ground. Often plants six feet high were
found uninjured down to the base, and here entirely cut up.
Young shoots seem to be eagerly sought and entirely destroy
ed down to the roots, and one larva is able to destroy several
such before becoming mature. In instances where several
larva had been at work upon one plant, this was often des
troyed completely; not a single healthy cane was left, and
frequently four or five parallel tunnels could be found within
one stalk. In rare cases, the whole inside of the cane is a
complete mass of fibers.
. During the time of my visit, the most of the larva were

nearly full grown, although some were fonnd measuring more
than one-half inch in length. The chrysalis were not so
numerous, and some of these had already hatched. From,
these meager observations alone, it cannot be said with any
certainty how many broods there are annually, yet it is almost
safe to say not more than two, allowing for irregularities in
this warm climate. All the large larva found were no doubt
of the first brood or larva that'had hibernated and pupated,
say, about October and November. The duration of the pupa
state, judging from specimens bred in confinement, is ex
tremely short, only from ten to twelve days, varying, how
ever, with the temperature. During spring it may even take
twice this length.

Two species of parasites were observed to prey upon this
insect. The first is a species of Microgaster, which destroys
fully one-half of the larva, and from 50 to 80 specimens were
bred from single individual larva. No doubt these little para
sites are in constant search for their hosts, and not only de-
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posit. their egg within such larva as have left their tunnels
and are searching for new places, but' also enter the ouen
hole in the plant in se~Lrch of them. All of the bred speci
mens were frol11 grown or nearly grown larva. The larva of
the parasites, as is well known, leave their host when full
grown and spin a white silken cocoon on the outside and to
gether, genenLlly in the place prepared by the larva for pupa
tion, a.nd in foul' or five clays, as repeatedly observed during
January, the active little insects emergeto begin their useful
work anew. This is certainly the most beneficial agent in
keeping this serious pest to C~Ll1e growers in check, and with
out which it would not be possible to grow this crop success
fully. I might also prove its usefulness upon other and close
ly related species in distant countries if an opportunity were
given. .

We 111ft,y safely say that the whole life cycle of this parasite,
from egg to imago, will not ta,ke more than fifteen to eighteen 
days, during warm months, a.nd that about twelve broods may
be expected dl1l'ing the year to two of the moth. rrhns it will
be seen of what infinite value such minute insects are.

The second species is a Chalcidid, and parasitic upon the
chrysalis of the moth. This also is a very interesting little
insect. The chrysalis of the moth is stung by the parent pa
rasite, and as many eggs are laid within as will entirely fill
the shell with the larva as these oecome f\lll grown. They then
pupate, both within and without, making similar cocoons of
the foregoing, and in due time the mature insects, which
are half as large as the Microgaster, make their appearance.
Very few holes for egress are made, and often all issue from
a single one. A few hundred may be bred from the chrysalis
of the cane borer moth, and as the life history, as far as is
known, is of brief duration, this parasite is nearly if not wholly
as valuable as the first in keeping the borers down. As may be
inferred from analogy, this Chalcidid will not only be found
preying upon this particular chrysalis, but on a, great variety
of Lepidopterous chrysalids, as is the case with related Amer-
ican forms.

I Il addition to those parasites, n11111erous small ants of two
speeies were observed to form eolonies in and around the
burrows, and wherever these were present it was but very
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SOARAB.iEID LARV.iE.

nl,relythat either larva of chrysalids could be found, and often
dead larva or chrysalids and remains of such were found that
were destroyed by them.

Numerous Curabid beetles were also present on the ground
at the base of the plants and no doubt assist materially in re
ducing this pest.

Various species of Scarabmid beetles are always present in
cane fields and espeeia,lly so in recently cleared ground. Of
these a species of Anaplognathus, commonly called "Christ
mas Beetle," was most numerous, and is often plowed up both
in the larva and imago state. Two other species of lare'e
Scarabmid larva were found behind the plow, as well as a
species of Heteronyx, together with larva and pupa, no donbt
of the same species.

The larva of the beetles are injurious by eating the roots
of various plants, and as their transformation is very slow,
they remain a long time in the ground, and in the absence of
any other roots, they naturally attack those of the sugar cane.
If numerous, they will become a serions pest, as inseets of
this sort often devastate whole fields.

As a remedy it is suggested in the first place that diligent
search be instituted for the larva and beetles while plowing
and harrowing. This could be done by children. The mature
insects, which come out chiefly at night, may also be found
in the daytime feeding on the leaves of the Eucalyptus trees
which are often defoliated by them; by shaking the trees
early in the morning, the beetles will drop to the,ground and
remain motionless for some time, when they can'be gathered
and destroyed. They are also readily attracted by lights and
may be collected with traps consisting of a bright light placed
over a tin or other vessel about a foot deep by two feet wide
with perpendicular sides and with about two inches of water
in the bottom. Many such simple traps could be placed over
the fields in December and January, when the beetles are on
the wing. Dark nights are the best for attracting insects.
Without doubt, the presence of toads, if these were introduc
ed, woald have a remarkable effect in diminishing the num
bers of these as well as many other injurious insects.
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WIRE WORMS OR DIABROTICA LARVLE

About Condong, on the 'fweed river, in the early part of
spring, a large number of young plants were destroyed to
such an extent that in some of the fields, in a distance of 40
or 50 yards, all had to be replanted, often the second time.
This had been done, it was claimed, by wire worms (Elaterid
larva). During my visit, these larva had disappeared, and
only in one instance, while digging up one of the plants, one
of these, or a similar larva was found at the roots of a healthy
plant adjoining one which had been destroyed. The burrow
within the dead plant had been made, to all appearances, some
months before.

The plant upon which this larva was found did not show
any traces of having been injured in the slightest degree.
This particular larva was, however, eompletely crushed in
taking out the plant, and could not be recognized as an Elat
erid.

Two of the larva found during the spring, within the nar
row burrows below ground were promised to be forward to
Sydney for a more careful examination.

Should these prove to be the larva of Diabrotica, as I am
inclined to believe is the case, since hardly any Ela,terid beet
les were met with, it would be highly advisable to destroy the
beetle with arsenical poison by spraying the t,lssels of corn.
Paris green would act admirably, about one pound of this to
two hundred gallons of water.

The larva of Di,tbrotica. are destuctive to corn, and no
doubt to cane as well, in America, and as maize is planted ex
tensively in this locality these beetles will probably increase
greatly from year to year if proper steps are not taken to des
troy them. In the same district, during the same time of
the year, it is claimed that the "blight" 'is destroying the
corn. I do not hesitate in saying that the re-agent of this is
not fungoid, as is claimed, but the larva of this Diabrotica
boring in the plants below the surface. In this conclusion, I
may be wrong, but investigation at the proper time would
reveal the facts.

---:0:'---
Pasteur discovered that when milk was heated for a short

ti me at 172 deg. and then suddenly cooled, it kept sweet
much longer than the unheated mill\.
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"I send you herewith some sprigs of a shrub or dwarf tree
which seem::; to me to be botanica.lly interesting and econo
mically useful.

"My son keeps many hives of bees here, and does very well
with them. He has, as his crop this spring, shipped 27 barrels
of honey of 30 gallons each, and about l"~ cwt. of wax,
although he uses much of his wax in making "foundation
comb" for his comb frames. My attention was first called to
the plant I am noticing by the way all sorts of bees, wasps,
flies 'md ants, swarm upon it when in flower. It is a night
blossomer, opening at about an hour before dusk and closing
about the StLme time atter sunri'se, but in that short space of
time~ especially in the evening, it is simply alive with hyme
noptera, so that it is difficult to pick a flower without being
stung.

"When it is in flower it is one sheet of white-looking
flowers, I say white-looking, because it is the sta.mens only
that are white, but I have picked as many as 152 of these
out of one flower set in a bed within the calyx, and surround
ing the single pistil. The stamens are about two inches long
and are filamentous and therefore do not stand out in any
star-like form, and the bees and wasps just cut them down
by the dozen to get at the two 01' three drops of nectar, secret
ing frol11 the thalam us. The calyx is small and four-fold.
The corolla is also four-fold; when it opens it folds back over
the ca,lyx, but it remains without still quite green and within
also of a silky sheeny green, and might, to me, easily be
taken for an inner foliation of the calyx.

"These green petals of the corolla soon drop, or are just
gnawed out by the bees and wasps, and the calyx-Iea.ves, or
sepals, also soon after drop, and the stamens by that time
have all disappeared also, leaving just the bed and the pistil.

" Hitherto the flower has been u,pright, and when in bloom
its perfume is fine and delicate, not so strong as the jasmine,
and a little like coffee; but when the flower has dropped, the
end of the pistil begins to swell and the stock of it to elong
ate, until as shown in the smnples sent the pistil turns into a
bean-pod, ::;ix, eight or even ten inches long!
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"I have seen two or three of these pods; they are not ripe
yet, ten inches longo. I do not pluek them as I want them
for seed and when ripe I will send you some of them, if you
care to have them. The plants grow here naturally in the
lowlands, and stand drought well. The wood is small but
knotty and close-grained.

" rfhe swelling of the pistil and turning itself at the extreme
end into a bean pod seems to me remarkable. The Legumi
nosre seems within their papilionaceous flowers to develop
the ::leed-pod.

"I have sent you specimens by which you can see this
gradual transformation when in flower. The head of the
pistil is quite blunt, even to a pocket magnifying glass, and
seems just as fragile and as .likely to dry and fall off as the
staminal filaments.

"Wasps and ants at least feed upon the reddish fruity
matter that lines the inside of the open pod."

"In the above notes, the Rev. H. Scotland has pointed out
the economic value of this tree to bee-keepers, and especially
to those who live in dry situations, subject to droughts.

The root tastes like horse-radish, and Dr. Macfadyen states
that it has been recommended as a specific in dropsy.

ThiR plant is commonly known as the Bottle-cod Root. Its
botanical name is Cappris cynophallophom. It belongs to the
Caper family (Capparidece.) Mr. Scotland has very well
pointed out a characteristic. of the family,-the peculiar fruit

.with a long stalk.' Another species, a shrub native in the
Mediterranean region, (CappaJ'is spinosa,) yields commercial
capers, which are the flower-buds preserved in salt and vine
goal'. The Garlic-Pear Tree, common in the Liguanea Plains,
(Cmtceva gynandm,) belongs to the same family. The bark
applied externally is said to produce vesication.

The only other member of this family growing in Jamaica
which is of eeonomic value is the Five-leaved Bastard
Mustard (Gynand ropsis pentaphylla.) It is an herbaceous
plant, about two feet high, found in dry places; petals white
with a slight tinge of purple; stamens six, united below;
leaflets generaJly five, sometimes three.

Macfadyen states: ,. This plant has a warm bitter taste. It
is said to be a very wholesome green, and to be a preventa-
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tive against belly-ache; but to render it palatable, it requires
a long- boiling, and the water to be frequently changed. The
juice either plain. or mixed with sweet oil is a certain remedy
for the ear-ache. It ought to be warmed previous to being
llsed. A preparation may be made by beating up the young
branches of the plant with sweet oil, in a mortar."

---:0:---
THE BANANA INDUSTRY IN CENTRAL AMERICA

AND FLORIDA.

CORBESPONDENOE OF THE FLORIDA AGRIOULTURIST.

Our last article on this subject, which appeared months
ago, was devoted to showing how the banana business was
managed in Central America. This one, in turn, will follow,
to some extent, in the same groove, and yet be widely differ
ent in detail. While information on this subject of banana
culture, may not be of much utility in the northern and
central counties of the State, there are still far south of those
counties, a large number of agriculturists who read this
paper, to whom the ensuing facts may be of interest and
profit.

In the Central American republics the cultivation of the
banana is, chiefly, by the following methods: In preparing- a
plantation the trees and bushes are cut down and allowed to
lie where they fall until dry enoug-h to burn; fire is then
started, burning the leaves, twigs and branches. Then the
sprouts 01' suckers of the banana are set in shallow holes. If
placed at the uniform distance of fifteen feet apart, there
will be 225 plants pel' acre. Nearly all of these will, in eight
or ten months after planting, mature a bunch of fruit worth
from 37·~· to 75 cents each. Meantime, a number of young
suckers will have sprung up from the parent stalk. As they
appear they are cut down until about the third month after
planting-; then one of these young plants is allowed to live,
and three months later another, and so on. Thus, at inter
vals of three months new plants are suffered to live to take
the place of those that have borne fruit and have been cut
down. Manag-ed in this way, there are always, after the firsb
three months, four growing stalks in each "stool," or rather.
from each plant. These new roots or suckers grow on, year
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IN OOSTA RICA.

Total investment- . . . -$20,000

[VOL. XII.THE PLANTERS' MONTHLY.

The outlay and income of a plantation of 250 mansanas, or
525 acres, in Costa Rico is as follows:

Outlay first year-
Clearing land and setting 100,000 plants $ 7,500
90,000 cacao trees and setting same_ ________________________ 2,700
Houses, stable, wharf and roads. _______ _ ~ _____ 2,500
'Vagons, boats, cooking and farm utensils. . ' _ 3.000
Five houses at $60 " . ______________ 300

Culti vating two times in twelve months at $8 per aere_ _______ '1,000

Total $46 75

The plantation the first year, or probably in ten months,
after ~lanting the suckers. will yield 750 bunches of bananas,
which at the prices then existing, of 75 cents each, ga,Ye $562,
or a net profit of $515.75, on an investment with interest
added of $46.75, which gave a net profit of $234.43.per acre.

PROLIFIC GROWTH

does not attain to anything like the same degree in even the
most fertile s~ction of Florida most favorable to their
growth. It is a matter of soil and climate.

The steady growth of the demand for bananas in the
United States has caused keen competition arnong buyers;
and, as the increase in prodnction has not kept pace vvith the
growth of consumption, prices have advanced enormously,
and it does not look as if the market could be surfeited, if at
all, within the next dozen years.

In San Salvador the cost and product of a mansana-or
about two acres-that is 100 yards square-is as follows:
Cost of clearing and planting the land $20 00
Cost of 700 sprouts or suckers. - - - - 7 50
Cultivating until first crop is harvested . . __ . __ 15 00
Interest on investment one year .. 4 25

after year. There are many fields of bananas which have
borne for hundreds of years without replanting. 'fhis
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Second year-
Wages, 40 men one year at $300 12,000
"\Vages and keep of foreman 1,500
Feeding five horses _. _____________________________________ 500
Sundries __________________________________ ______________ 500

Totals $393 to $531

During the year the pla.nter can prepare and set banana
sprouts on ten to twenty acres of land in addition to that
planted by his hired laborers. He ,vil~ also plant a few acres
of corn, beans, sweet potatoes, cacao and yams. An acre of
any of these roots will, in a few weeks, supply more sbtrchy
fooel than a large family can use. The rivers, sounds and
forests furnish an unlimited quantity of fish, turtle and game.
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Total expenses $14,500

The annual expenses after the second year will be as last
above shown. The income for the second year is given at
$30,000 for 75,000 bunches at 45 cents, and for each of the
three years thereafter at $40,000 from 100,000 bunches pel'
annum, making a total of 375,000 bunches for $150,000.
Deducting $34,500 outlay, of which $30,000 went into penua
nent plant, we have $115,500, to which was added the value
of 70,000 cacao trees four years old, $70;000 and 20,000 young
cacao trees worth $2,000, making a total of $187,500. This
equals an amlUal profit of $37,500 on an investment of $20,
000 or $71.43 per acre pel' annum.

From this and other data the ensuing facts are evolved:
A man of moderate means going for instance to the Perry

lanel grant in Honduras, mtn achieve the ensuing results with
a working capital of from $300 to $500. By paying down to
begin with:
Twenty per cent of price of land $100 to $200
Pair good woolen blankets . ___________ 4 to 6
Cooking utensils_ ____________________________________ 5 to 10
Four machettes .. .____________ 4 to 6
Axes ______________________________________________ 2 to 4

Grilldstones and whetstones __________________________ 3 to 5
Clearing and planting ten acres 150 to 150
Living for one year ~ __________ 100 to 200
House .. _ . ________________________ ____________ 25 to 50



At the end of a year the first ten acres will yield say 2,000
bunches worth $1,000 or $470 to $600 more than his cash Ollt
lay for land, fares. house, camp and outfit and tools. Within
a few months after the first erop, the ten or twenty acres
cleared and planted by the owner himself, will yield $1,000
to $2,000, making a total of $2,000 to $3,000 per year. De
duct the price of land and interest on same, and on the above
outlay, and there remains a net gain of $1,034 to $1,172.

TROPIOAL WORLD,

and in many places extends far outside of the tropics, as in
the United States and Southern Europe.

In the Gulf States the banana is met with from Southern
Texas to South Oarolina, being cultivated only for its grand
eur as an ornamental plant. In Florida its culture for profit
is carried on in a large section of the State, with greater or
less success. .

WHAT UNOLE SAM SAYS.

A slightly altered, and in some places an abbreviated
statement, is herewith given of what the Agricultural De
partment at Washington has to say about tne cultivation of
the banana in this country:

Probably no one of the fruits classed as tropical is culti
vated over a greater extent of territory in the Gulf States
than the banana. .The raason for this is appm·ent. The
plant is of easy culture, and if killed to the ground by a
severe freeze, new and strong suckers soon appear from the
roots, and in some cases will fruit the sa me year. It is fo\md
cultivated, therefore, in many places where fmit is not ex
pected oftener than once every four or five years. Then, too,
the plants will produce a moderate crop of fruit often, even
when they have been deprived of every leaf by frost during
the previous winter. Most banana plants that are in a strong,
healthy condition will stand a cold as low as 25 degrees for a
few hours without any further injury than the loss of leaves,
an(1 if the stalks are nearly full grown, a shortage on the
head of bananas produced' will afterward result.

Indeed, the culture of the banana, as is well known, is
universal throughout the
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Extensive banana growing, once carried on as far north as
Palatka in Putnam county, has within the past three or four
years ceased to be cultivated to any considerable extent for
profit as far down as Orange county. This is on account of
the increasing severity of the cold in winter, caused by the

.destruction of large forests in the Mississippi valley. Below
latitude 27·~ and 28 attention is largely given it on the score
of commercial profit, as stated in a previous article. * * *
'rhe banana f1.olirishes best in very
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MOIST, RICH SOIL,

but will not endure standing water about the roots. Bananas
may be cultivated, however, on high, dry land of almost any
description, with more or less success (generally less). In
this State the best possible location for a banana patch is on
the banks sloping down to a lake, pond or "bay head." The
springy natui'e of the soil in such a location agrees perfectly
with the roots of the banana, provided they are not planted
far enough down to be in standing water.

Methods of cultivation are as diverse as in the case of the
orange tree, some being in favor of a deep and continuous
mulching; others with cultivation like corn; still others set
the banana plant in a hole two feet deep when doing the
original planting. Location and soil, however, account in a
great degree for these differences in mude of cultivation,
different soils requiring ·different treatment. The banana
growers of the lower Keys prod uce fine results with tio culti
vation whatever, except an occi:Lsional piling of weeds around
the plants. Excellent results usually follow heavy and often
renewed mulching.

[We know of :several parties who have invested in the
banana business in Honduras and the West Indies, but they
do not report any such profits as Mr. James figures out. It is
easy enough to count so many bunches so much money, but
to sell and get the money is something else.-ED. FLA. AG.]

---:0:---

A watermelon weighing 178 pounds, and measuring 3 feet
4 inches in length, is on exhibition in Los Angeles. It will
be preserved in alcohol and sent to Boston.



Mr. W. G. Cox, C. E., writes to the Courier as follows :-In
a very interesting letter recently Dr. Bitncroft <1,lluded to the
possible action of the water from the numerous artesian
bores which are being made in the interior inducing mois
ture sufficient to coalesce with the rainy atmosphere of the
coast, and thus determine rainfall in the interior.

As ,Ln hydraulic engineer aHd one of the oldest well-borers
in Australia, I wish to endorse this idea as being <1, very feasi
ble one, and one whieh has often occurred to me in my
practice, which has been in the very driest parts of the in
terior. In all lake districts, with th17ir accullJulation of in
land surface water, the rainfall is greater thall in the adja
cent waterless country. This I found to be the case during
a recent visit to the chain of reservoirs which supply the city
of Manchester, England, where with a very heavy periodical
yearly rainfall it was found that during spells of dry weather
in the country generally, rain fell more or less over the line
of the reservoirs. It is the custom of mining engineers to
make models of the coal properties in their charge showing
the various seams of coal. The top of the model being lifted
the seam of coal with the workings and characteristics of
inclination, faults,ete., is exposed to view. If a model were
made of, say, the. Barcaldine artesian water district-w hich
may be taken as a representative one of proved large arte
sian sup'plies-and the top of it were lifted to the impervious

.water-tight rocks on which the water lies or travels, or both,
a huge system of underground water would be exposed to
view; great underground natural reservoirs, channels, and
rivers of running water from the sureharged reservoirs and
channels which are great natural depressions left by former
volcanic disruptive agencies. To simplify the matter and
state it in a manner that everyone interested (and who is
not n may easily grasp it: An enormous quantity of water
has fallen in the shape of rain over the interior of this coun
try. The comparatively small nnmber of rivers have carried
but a small portion of that wuter to the ocean, as the laxge
river systems h~Lve done in other countries. Evaporation by
the sun's heat has also been a small factor·--:..some 15 per cent.
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per annum-in taking that water from us. Owing to the
peculiar nature of the ground, the greater portion of the
rain water has sunk into the ground through porous strata.
and has, after filling up the depressions on the top of the
water-tight rocks, in some cases far below, found its way
may be for hundreds, or even thousands, of mIles; andnnally
emptied itself into the lowest level attainable-the bed of
the ocean-unseen and unrecorded. It requires no great
imaginative impulse to grasp this. If the accumulated rain
fall of bygone times had not so found its way to the ocean
that receptacle of the huge surface rivers of other countries
-the flat, rolling downs ·of the interior of this country would
have become long ago an inland swamp or sea. Another
point upon whieh there is a good deal of misapprehension in
non-professional circles is as to the permanence of supply
from these artesittn wells. Upon a map of Queensland may
be marked the line of country which has already been proved
by artesian boring to be water-bettring-namely, from Hun
gerford to the Culgoa River on the New South Wales border;
thence to Charleville and Muckadilla; thence to Tam bo,
Blaclmll, Barcaldine, Aramac, Muttaburra, and Hughenc1en ;
thence down the Flinders to west of Manfred Downs, and as
far south as M' Ki nlay; in other words the existence of un
derground water has been established over this long stretch
of country, some 900 miles. If we take into consideration
the enormous quantity of water which is undoubtedly stored
in the ground in porous strata, lying on non-porous rocks,
the surplus or overflow of which water is regularly travel
ing on its way to the bed of the ocean, it is easy to conceive
that it will take an immense number of artesitLn bores of a
minimum ditLmeter of discharge of 6in. to exhaust to all the
const~ll1t yearly supply of rain. PtLrticulars could be given
of the regular and undiminished outflow fl:om artesian wells
both in Europe and America, in the former during centuries
in districts where the wells are not only great in number but
of a, large diameter. We know what a bore of 6in. diameter
of discharge has accomplished-the bore at Tambo to wit:
in rendering the vicinity of the outflow more like a garden
than its normal condition of a desert during the summer.
Dlll'ing the last fifteen years I have persistently urged boring
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"THE "WAGE TifTHICH THE SUGAR INDUSTRY IN
QUEENSLAND CAN AFFORD TO GIVE TO THE
UNSKILLED LABORER;

for artesian water, and have always' expressed the opinion
that the time will come, and that, considering the paucity
of surface water in Australia, it must come when the outflow
of underground artesian water-although, as Dr. Bancroft
terms it, in "patches "-will from the great multiplicity of
the bores render the atmospheric humidity of the inland
country sufficient to induce a greater rainfall, and thus palli
ate the effects of the greatest natural drawback the country
has to contend with-periodical droughts.-Queenslander·.

---:0:---

[J. E' DAVIDSON IN QUEENSLAND SUGAR JOURNAL.]

The object of this paper is not so much to make an esti- ,
mate of the probable results of forming and carrying on a
sugar plantation of a certain size in Queensland, as it is by
working backwards from the value of the sugar produced, .... "
and from what is absolutely known as to the capital required
to establish a plantation, the skilled labor necessary, the
number of unskilled laborers required, the known cost of
their rations, the known cost of the supplies, to arrive at
what sum is available for distribution amongst the ordinary
hands, after allowing a fair interest on the capital employed,
and a.lso allowing for wear and tear, accidents and deprecia-
tion.

It is obvious tqat certain assumptions must be made to
start with, and certain figures fixed, which can all be more
or less disputed, as the cost of everything varies with the
localit.y, and also with different positions in the same locality.

I will start with a few comprehensive statements.
1. The capital required to purchase the necessary land,

clear, grub, fence,. purchase working stock and agricultural
impleme.nts, and put up machinery and buildings equal to
taking off an annual crop of, say, 2000 tons of sugar, is £40
per tall, or £80,000, of which one-fourth, or £20,000, will have
to be expended on machinery alone.

2. The labor required to work such an estate, counting all
hands, is equal to one man for every five tons, or, for a 2,000
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£ 4,4&0

It will thus be seen that including 5 per cent. interest on
the capital (which is very little, considering all the risks that
arEl incurred of seasons, of manufacture, and commercial),
the absolutely necessary outlay absorbs £23,520, leaving £4,-

ton estate, 400 men, of whom SO would be skilled workmen
and 320 unskilled, proportion of one to four.

3. Rations cost, on an average of all hands employed, in
cluding cooking, fuel, and other requisites, 5s. 6d. per week,
or a little over £14 per head per annum.

4. The expenditure on supplies of all sorts, including wear
and tear, amounts to between £4 and £4 lOs. per ton', and
covers fuel,. chemicals, bags, cartage, wharfage, stock, horse
feed, harness, manure, ironmongery, timber, insurance, rates,
and office outlay.

5. The vahle of the sugar produced, assuming the best
possible sugar to be made, may· be taken at present prices at
£14 per ton all round net to ~he plantation.

It will be obvious to most of my hearers, that there must
be a good deal of latitude allowed in the matter of supplies,
as such items as fuel, and carriage of produce, will be very
different in amount in different parts of this one district, let
alone in others, but the broad results I wish to bring before
you will not be much affected by these matters, the principle
of compensation being largely applicable, as where carriage
is long, fuel is cheap, and vice versa.

Starting with the five premises laid down, I will, follow
ing the idea I began with, work backwards from the value of
the sugar produce.

This is 2000 tons at £14 per ton~£2S,000. Against this I
have to put for items, which are absolutely known, with a
small margin for accidents and unforeseen expenses, viz:
1. Interest on £80,000 at 5 per cent. £4,000
2.. Wages of 80 skilled workmen averaging 25s. per

week • £5,200

3. Rations for 400 men at £14 per annum £5,600
4. Supplies as per list at £4 per ton £8,000

Margin for accident and extra men and rations
at busy time ;£ 720 £23,520
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480 available for the 320 ul1skilledlaborers, or £14 pel' annum,
or 5s. 6d. per week each. The bare cost of rations to the
colored races is a little less than to white workmen and comes
to about £12 per annum, so that the outside wages, includin,c;
everything, which the sugar industry CC1ll at present affOl;d to
pay to unskilled labor is £26 per head per annum or lOs. pel'
week

When the cost of importation of kanakas ran up to over
£30 per head, the annual east of such labor, including every
thing, wages. rations, clothing, medical attendance and pas
sage both ways from and to the Island came to £40 per an
num, an amount which the sugar industry at the prevailing
price of sugar could not profitably afford to pay, and hence
the necessity of closing so many sugar estates throughout
Queensland.

The result, as worked out in this paper, that £26 per an
num including everything, is the outside value which the
sugar industry can profitably give to unskilled labor, and sur
vive, should put an end to those crude ideas th<:Lt sugar can be
profitably grown by white labor employed on plantations, for
who would dream of offering 5s. 6d. per week and rations;
who would drea,m of accepting such wlLges ~ But there is an
opening for white men as employers of colored labor provid
ing cane for central mills.

Yet, these are the highest wages the ind ustry can afford
to give and live, and we must stick to sound eommercial prin
ciples, i.e. the article produced, must, at current market rates,
pay the cost of production and the interest on the capital ne
cessary; if it fails to do this, it must die..

If capital is to be invested in this or any other sugar grow
ing district, it must be shown that interest can be obtained
for the investment, and to show this the cost of the unskilled
labor is a main factor, and that cost, as I have endeavored to
show to-night, cannot, at the present price of sugar. exceed
lOs. a week including everything; the sugar industry cannot
afford to pay more.

'1'his lOs. a week is equal to Is. 8e1. per working day, and it
is interesting to compare this with the wages of other sugar
producing countries. with which we bave at present to co.m
pete in the open market., for until we get undiluted sepera-
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---:0:·---
USE OF PINEAPPLES.

tion, we shall not be able to enter into reciprocity arrange
ments with other Southern colonies and exchange our sugar
free for their flour free.

In Mamitius the 01'dim11'y rates out of which the laborers
pl'o",icle their own rations are 15s. pel' month, or 6d. a day; in
Natal Sel. a day; the .Java and Phillipine Islands, 4d. per day;
Fiji gives half our minimum wages, £3 pel' annum, and their
cost of importation is £12, or less than half of our's.
It \vill then be seen that even lOs. a week, or Is. Set per day, is
more than double what is at present paid by OUl' actively
competing neighbors. We must therefore exert all energies
towards cheapening the cost of introduction and return
(where the chIef expense lies) of our un"skilled labor, so that
we may be 'placed more upon a commercial equality with our
competitors.
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[FLORIDA DISPATCH.]

This is a unique and peculiar fruit, and it will pay one who
is liot conversant with its peculiarities to refer to a reference
book where many interesting things will be learned. Just
now there are quantities of them in the market, and at very'
reasonable prices.

Like other good things, its delicacy depends upon its pre
paration, whether for dessert or canning. The ordinary cook
will invariably handle one in such a manner as to waste the
very best part of it, and it is seldom served to the best ad
vantage of either fruit or eater.

rrhe outside should be cut off with a very sharp knife, deep
enough to remove the traces of the green line which runs
around the "eyes," but cut no deeper than this, for close
to these "eyes" lies the best of the pine, as the delicious
juice decreases in very perceptible quantities toward the
stem, or core. After stripping the outside a smaller, sharp
pointed knife should be used to remove the eyes. Then in
stead of slicing it across the core and having the round slices
that are usually seen, cut· very thin pieces up to the core,
working around it in cutting. The result is a dish of da,inty
slices, which can be easily cut once or twice with the spoon,
if necessary, when it is eaten.



A liberal quantity of sugar should be put with it as soon as
it is cut, and then it should be allowed to' stand from three
to six hours before serving, as it then becomes more tender
and thoroughly seasoned.

Besides its palatable qualities as a dessert, it is said to
possess wonderful digestive properties. The Medical Record
states that its "proteid-digesting power is quite remarkable
in its intensity; three ounces of the juice will dissolve ten or
fifteen grains of dried albumen in four hours. A well known
meat powder is said to be prepared with the help of pine
apple juice."

There is no other fruit that passes through the canning
process so little injured by the heating as this. They may be
prepared the same as for dessert, allowing about a pint of
granulated sugar to one good-sized pineapple, and after it has
stood long enough for the sugar to melt, allow it to come to
a scalding heat and then fill the cans; or, if preferred, it may
be put in the cans first and then heated.

When preserved in this manner it looks so much 'more
tempting than the "hashed" and" minced" product of the
canning factories, where it is always chopped-core and all !

If the juice is extracted, scalded and put up in sealed
bottles, it will keep and may be used for ices and flavoring
purposes.

If some pineapple is left over from dessert it may be utiliz
ed by making it into pudding. Add nearly as much sugar as
there is fruit and cream together, say for half a pint, a table
spoonful of butter and four eggs, and add half a cup of millr.
Line a deep dish with puff paste and bake in a "slow" oven.

Pineapple marmalade is a delicious preparation of the fruit.
Nice ripe ones should. be selected and pared, then grated and
an equal weight of sugar added. Set it over a moderate fire
and. boil about an hour, skimming it thoroughly before, re
moving it from the, fire.

If one can secure good cream and has a quick freezer, first
class ice cream may be made in little time and without much
trouble. To flavor with pineapple, take a ripe one and cut
it into very thin, small pieces and cover it with a pound of
sugar, then set it on ice for three hours at least. Beat one
quart of cream, add a small pinch of salt, and then drain off
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LIME, JUICE.
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the syrup ancl beat in lio the cream. When the cream is partly
frozen some of the slices may be added if desired-Country
Gentleman.

In a recent report the United States consul at Kingston
gives the following description oithe manufacture of lime
juiee in Jamaica:

.The juice in its crude state is obtained either by running
. the limes through an ordinary eanemill, when. the same is
convenient and the fruit to be.had in sufficient quantities, or
.by plaC'ing them. in a sqneezer especially adapted to the pur
pose, which seems to be the simpler and more usua1 plan.

.'1'0 clarify the. same requires straining and filtration, when.
some foreign substance is added to prevent decomposition ot
the vegetablernatter, inwhicb shupe most of the juice. is
shipped from thei~land.

In order to concentrate, it is strained from the seed and
pulp and placed in a copper battery and boiled on the same

. principle as sugar, care being taken not to scorch or burn it,
as that destroys the acid.. The more densely the juice is con

.centrated, the more valuable it is; but itis not advisable to
go too far, as it b,urns easily without forming a crust on the
copper. No iron vessel must be used, as .the ironturns tpe
acid black. From the latest data (the year· ended 31st March,

'1891) the amount exported, which was doubtless about all
that was made, was 53,884 gallons, of which 44,492 gallons

.went to the United Kiugdom, 110 to Canada, and 9,282 to the
United States.

. The average valuation in the export.list is· 20 cents per 
gallon, but ~he price for the raw juice ranges from 18 to 30
cents, according to the supply and the demand, while. the con
centrated juice $e11s according to the pel'centageof citric acid
is contains.
, Substantially the same process is adopted in the manufac
ture of sour orange juice, which, when concentrated, I notice
to be invoiced at from 45 to 50 cents .per gallon; and 1,102
gallons,the entire amount manufactured during the period
above stated, was expo,dad to the United States.-Scientific
American.



[FLORIDA AGBIOULTURIST.]

In speaking of the sugar industry of Florida we may almost
entirely confine ourselves to that which has been done, and
all that will be done, on muck or reclaimed lands; fop, in
looking over the bounty applications, we find that but few
farmers of this State produce sufficient sugar to go to the
trouble of even making an application for the bounty of 11
cents, which all outside of the St. Cloud plantation would get,
for most or all of the sugar producers of Florida use very
primitive met.hods, namely:· a horse mill and open eva,por
ators, where the syrup is boiled down very low, to what is
known in Louisiana as "cuite" and left to grain of its own
accord. Yet there is no particular reason why many
hundreds of Florida's best pine anel hammock lands should
not yield an immense revenue from sugar, for it is a staple
product and can be sold at all times of the year, and gener
ally at a very profitable figure, and there is no risk to be run
in its transportation and it may be easily kept for a year.

n has "been observed that cane grown on pine lands or
lands containing much silicous matter is impervious to the
cold, owing to the fact that the stalk contains more fibre and
has a better constitution. Muck contains little silica and the
stalk is consequently very soft and tender, and where there is
a good water protection muck land cane will stand through
the most severe weather we have yet seen in l!'lorida.

As the St. Cloud plantation is the pnly place where cane is
grown on muck we may confine our remarks entirely to
what it has done and what it will probably do.

This place has produced some of the best yields of sugar
ever made in this country, and yet there are lands far
superior to this which surround the Okeechobee and better
for two obvious reasons; it is very reasonable to suppose that
the muck land of this region is older, for it was necessary
for that land to form first, in order that the water level
might be raised to form the lands higher up. It was the
growth of all kinds of aquatic plants in shallow water, which
yearly decayed, that formed our immense marshes; then if
this }and is older it is more decayed; the organic matter be
ing better decayed it is a better soil, and consequently more
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suited to a luxuriant growth of cane, and able to sustain such
a growth after it has once fairly started.

1'he muck of this region is underlaid with lime stone and
phosphates; the alkali of which has been of incalculable
benefit in the decay and in neutralization of organic acids.

Second, the immense body of water renders the country
almost as free from frost as is Cuba, so one might manu
facture sugar as is done in the tropics, leaving the cane to go
to perfect maturity.

Much of this la.nd bas already been drained, and still the
operation goes on; it is necessary to reduce the water level
very little, say three or four feet to render this country
secure from inundations, for there are sufficient outlets to
carry off all the water before it ca.n reach a high 8tage. One
ean imagine how long and how mueh water would be neces
sary to cause much rise over a thousand squa.re miles, which
is Okeechobee's extent. 'l'hese lands are practically unlimit
ed, at present there are 200,000 aeres aVH.ilable for cultiva
tion, and from the roof of a steamer one can see nothing for·
miles and miles but this immense body of land and not even
a tree in sight.

Besides its natural abilities, this country is beautiful
beyond description; it is nature's hot house, where luxuriate
the most magnificent palms, ferns and tropical flowers and
plants of all description.

It is only a matter of time when the tropical cane will
have taJren the place of rank "saw grass" (the natural
growth), and the land which once laid buried in a watery
g-rave will yield to the industrious strokes and ingenuity of
man the richest harvest he has ever yet gathered.

'1'he results from Cc"Lne in this State have not been very en
com·aging this year, for the season was extremely severe,
there being not one drop of rain for about four months; this
was, of course, a very exceptional year and one may con
fidently expect its return in the far future, yet those inter
ested in sugar around here, still push this industry on with
relentless vigor; the area. has been extended ever since the
first stalk of cane was planted on the reclaimed land, till now
St. Cloud comprehends about 2,000 acres and with its magni
ficent factory can easily handle this acreage.

'1'he sugar possibilities of Florida, are so great and sugar so
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D. C. SUTTON,
U. S. Assistant Chemist and director in charge of station.

:0:--
BOTANICAL GARDENS INJA VA.

important an article to our country that the United States'
Department of Agriculture has established 'an experimental
station on the shore of East Lalre, opposite St. Cloud, to
thoroughly investigate the snbject. 'There has been intro-·
dnced from all parts of the world eighty varieties of cane and
their relative merit CLnd' ada.ptability will be thoroughly test
ed, a,nd every method of cultivation will be applied and the
subject mostthorou'ghly treated in every way and the results
handed to the people. In order to fully carry out this work
a most splendid experimental fCLctory has been built, so that
no pains will be spared to make the investigations complete.

'l'hus far the State of Plorida has neglected this matter
and it is to be hoped that she will soon awaken to her duty
and doas much for herself as our government is doing-and
will do.

[JAMAICA BOTANICAL BULLETIN No. 55.]

'The following account of these gardens is taken from one
by Dr. Treub, the present director; it appeared originally in
the" Revue Deux Mondes," and later, CLS a translation, in the
" Cbautauquan."

"rrhe number of botanical gardens situated within the
tropical zone is much greater than is generally supposed. It
is necessary to say however, that not all are botanical gardens,
in the proper sense of the word, but rather limited agricul
tural stations or gardens of acclimatization. Some among
them merit the name of great scierrtific esta.blishments, and,
holding the first rank in this list, are the gardens of Calcutta,
and those on the Islands of Ceylon and Java. We propose
briefly to trace the history of the last of these three, and to
show by a study of its organization, how a new era is begin
ning for such institutions and that they are destined to play
a steadily increasing part in the evolution of vegetable life.

rrhe Institution comprises three distinct departments. First
there is the botanical garden, properly so called, in the
centre of the town, occupying an' area of about eighty a.cres.
It is crossed by a large and beautiful walk called the Wal k of

...
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the Kanaries, after the native llame of the trees which border
it, beautiful specimens of the Ccinarium comrnmze,frequeiitly:'
reaching a height of ninety feet. Over this walk which runs'
along by the side of anartificallake containing a little island,'
pass daily numberless cal'riagesand pedestrians. Leading out
from it in every direction, nnmerous paths penetrate to all
parts of the grounds. Plants of the S~Lme family are found
grouped together, or occupying one of the entire divisions
marked out by the paths.• At one corner of each such plot is
to be found a notice of the species which it incloses; and each
species is represented by two plants, one of which bears a
label giving its scientific name, its common name and usually
its special characteristics. His attention being attracted to
the great number of climbing plants in the tropical regions,
Teysmann conceived the happy idea of giving them a special
place in the garden, where each might be surrounded with its
natural conditions; and this department now offers a vast
fields for interesting observations. The total number of her
baceons plants comprised is about nine thousand;

In the middle of the garden is found a series of nurseries
where young plants are cultivated partly under shelter which
protects them from the heat of the sun and froin injury by
the heavy rains. Some plants demand particular care'not- 
ably certain species of ferns and of the Amcem and of the
orchid family. These al'e placed in buildings, resembling the
hot houses of Europe, but with this difference that here they
serve to keep the plants cool, instead of procuring for them a
higher temperature. The garden has its own carpenters for
executing such constructions-a little detail, which, however,
will serve to give an idea of the scale upon which it is
organized.

The native personnel is composed of a hundred individuals,
among whom are three possessed of a special botanical
lmowledge, much more profound than one would expect to
find anlong the Malays. This force works under the supervi-
sion of the Gardener-in-Chief and his Assistant. '

The agricultural garden, the second department comprised
in the Institution, situated about a mile from the centre of
Buitenzorg, occupies 1110re than one hundred and fifty acl:es.
The local arrangement and the distribution of the plants at
once indicate an object exclusively practical. All is laid out
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in regular order here; the roads and the paths cross each
other at right angles, the plots which they set off are nearly
all of the same size, the plants in each plot are of the same
species and of the same age. 'Vhile in the scientific garden
each species had only two representatives, it has here on an
average one hundred. But here the limitations are placed on
the kinds of plants, which must be such as aTe or may become
useful to agriculture or to colonial industries. There are to
be found the different species and varieties of the coffee tree,
of the tea plant, sugar cane, caoutchouc and gutta-percha
trees, the Erythroxlon Coca, which furnishes cocaine, the trees
which produce ta,nnin and oils, ph-tnts used for fodder, etc. A
special part of the garden is reserved for medicinal phtnts. A
chief gardner conducts the work which is carried on by a
force of seventy native workers.

The third garden is located at quite a distance from Buiten
zorg, upon the slope of the neighboring volcano, Gedeh.
With an area of seventy acres, situated at a,n altitude of
5,000 feet, it possesses a climate which is marvelously adapted \
to the cultivation of the flora indigenous to mountains as well
as to that of Australia and Japan. A force of a dozen natives
works here under the direction of a European gardener. These
tree gardens which together constitute the State Botanical
Garden, occupy an area of more than three hundred acres.

The museum built opposite the first garden described, is a
building. about one hundred fifty feet long and comprises a
large central hall and two wings. On the lower floor the lmll
contains cupboards running all along its walls and glass cases
through the centre, in which are kept the botanical collections.
~ome of the specimens are dried and some are preserved in
alcohol. A gallery running the whole length of the upper
hall is exclusively occupied by the herbarium. 'l'he pressed
plants are not kept in portfolios as in Europe but in tin boxes
in order the better to protect them against insects and mould,
the great enemies of such collections in tropical countries.
The number of such boxes exceeds twelve hundred and each
box contains one hundred specimens. One of the wings of the
building is used as a museum, and the other for a library
which contains five thousand volumes.

'rhere are three laboratories connected with the-gardens to
which a fourth is soon to be added, for the personnel is to be
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increased by the addition of two new officers, a botanist and
a chemist, to whom will fall the special task of furnishing by
long and patient researches, scientific information to those
asking it, regarding the useful plants of the tropics. Behind
the museum in a special building is the medical laboratory
where a pharmacist makes researches into the nature of
alkaloids and other curious and useful substanc~s found in
tropical plants. Of the other two laboratorie:i. placed behind
the nurseries, one is reserved for the use of scholars who come
from beyond the seas to study in this place. The room is
lighted by five windows in e<Jcb of which is a large work-table.
Cupboards against the wall contain all the necessary imple
ments. 'rhere is in it, besides a small collection of the books
which are needed, always at hand, in order to save the trouble
of going to consult them in the regular library.. It is now
proposed <Llso, in order to faci.litate the work of the visitor, to
place here an herbarium composed entirely of the plants cul
tivated in the garden, in order that a rapid identification can
be made in any doubtful case without bei.ng obliged to have
recourse to the general herbarium. 'rhe arrangement of this
building is simple, a,nd presents the two great advantages .of.
plenty of light and plenty of room. The last point is a very
essential one in a warm country where one can endure no
crowding, especially in work requiring close research. The
third laboratory is devoted to the use of the Director of the
Garden. Close to these buildings are the offices and a photo
graphic and lithographic gallery. All of these well equipped
buildings show the interest taken in the enterprise both by
tbe Netherlandish Indies and by the mother country.

It is interesting to compare what is said of these gardens
by Dr. Trimen, Director of Botanic Gardens in Ceylon. He
visited them in 1891, and in hi:::; report he states his experi
ence as follows:

" The Dutch botanical establishment at Buitenzorg is main
tained entirely on a scientific basis.

"The director has the control of all the si:; departments
into which the institution is divided, as follows :-1, the Her
barium, Libra:ry and Museum; 2, the Botanical Laboratory;
3, the Experimental Garden and Laboratory for Agricultural
Chemistry; 4, the Pharmacological Laboratory; 5, the Bota
nic Gardens; 6, the Photographic Institution. Each of these
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, departments is under the immediate management of a highly
.'trained scientific or technical chief' from Holland, and most
of these have also an assistant. There is thus a very large

: staff.of EuroPElans. The laboratorieH. library, etc., are C.OI11

, pletely stocked, and kept fully up to the time, and everything
is provided for close investigation and original research in all
branches of botanical study. Many studeuts are thus attracted
'froin Europe, and the laboratories afford accom modation tor
a considerable number of workers. A valuable serial public
ation, the- "Annales du ,Jardin Buitenzorg," is issued at
intervals, devoted to scientific botany, and another one,
"Teijsmannia," occupied with economic and garden Stl bjects.
," The botanic gardens themselves at Bllitenzorg occ upy

:hetween 60 and 70 acres, at an elevation of about 800 feet,
wIth a fine soil and abund'ant water, and are well protected
by a high iron railing and a barbed wire fence. Nearly the

, whole is occupied by a classified, arboretum, each natural
'order being- isolated by a road or path. 'rhe collection is ex-

"tremely rich, and. every species is elaborately labelled with
uprig-ht lahels made of the very hard wood of Eusideroxylon,
which is never attacked by termites. The whole is now much
too crowded, and cannot be said to he of much beauty but is

,of course extremely convenient for scientific study. Connect
ed with Buitenzorg is a small hill-g-arden at l'ijbodas, 4,700
feet,also under a European superintendent, where is also a
house for the director and a laboratory and accom modation
for four students. '

HThe experimental garden is about two miles from the
main garden, and is 200 acres, in extent, but is not all at pre
sent occupied. It is laid out in sqmLre plots, each devoted to
one product; large labels at each corner give the name, date
of sowing, or planting, and other information. Here are very
many plants of great interest. Though a large distribution of
seeds and plants is made to planters and othe,rs, no charge is
made for anything.

"On the whole, I was filled with surprise and admiration at
the completeness of Buitenzorg as a centre for bot:;Luical work;
the only weak side seemed to be the herbarium" which is by
no means kept up on a par' with the rest of the means, of
study."
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